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Stoichiometry and Safety Air Bags 

 
 
 
UTask (1): Pre-reading activity: 

UChoose the correct answer: 

1- which law describes the relation between the temperature 
and the pressure of a gas: 

a- Charles's law 

b- Boyle's law 

c- Gay-lussac's law 

 

2-how increasing temperature affects the  gas's pressure? 

a- decreases the pressure by decreases the 
collision between particles. 

b- increases the pressure by increasing the 
collision between particles. 

c- decreases the pressure by increasing the 
collision between particles. 
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UTask (2): reading activity: 

Stoichiometry is important in many aspects 
of automobile operation and safety. First, 
let’s look at how Stoichiometry ca  n help 
keep you safe should you ever be in an 
accident and the design of air bags requires 
an understanding of Stoichiometry 

UAn Air Bag Could Save Your life 

Air bags are designed to protect people in a car from being hurt during a 
high—speed collision. When Uinflated U, air bags slow the motion of a 
person so that he or she does not strike the steering  
whee1,windshield,or dash- board with as much force. 
 

Stoichiometry is used by air—bag designers to 
ensure that air bags do not Uunderinflate U or 
Uoverinflate U. Bags that underinflate do not 
provide enough protection, and bags that 
overinflate can cause injury by bouncing the 
person back with too much force. Therefore, 
the chemicals must be present in just the right 
Uproportions U. A front- end Ucollision U transfers energy to a crash sensor 
that causes an Uigniter U to fire. The igniter provides the energy needed to 
start a very fast reaction that produces gas in a mixture called the gas 
generate. The igniter also raises the Utemperature U and Upressure U within 

the inflate (a metal vesse l) so that the 
reaction happens fast enough to fill the bag 
before the rider strikes it.  
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UAir-Bag Design Depends 
on Stoichiometric 
Precision: 

The materials used in air 
bags are constantly being 
improved to make air ‘ 
bags safer and more 
effective. It is a solid 
mixture of sodium azide, 
NaNR3R, and an oxidizer. The 
gas that Uinflates U (fills) the 
bag is almost pure 
nitrogen gas, NR2R, which is 
produced in the following decomposition reaction: 

2NaNR3(s)R  2NaR(s)R + 3NR2(g) 
 
However, this reaction does not inflate th e bag enough, and the sodium 
metal is dangerously reactive. UOxidizers U such as ferric oxide, FeR2ROR3R, are 
included, which react rapidly with the sodium. Energy is released, which 
heats the gas and causes the gas to Uexpand U and fill the bag: 

6NaR(s)R + FeR2ROR3(s)R  3NaR2ROR(s)R + 2FeR(s)R + energy 

One product, sodium oxide, NaR2RO, is extremely corrosive. Water vapor 
and COR2R from the air react with it to form less harmful NaHCOR3R. 

NaR2RO(s) + 2COR2(g)R + HR2ROR(g)R  2NaHCOR3(s) 

The mass of gas needed to fill an air bag depends on the UdensityU of the 
gas. Gas density depends on temperature. To find the amount of gas 
generate to put into each system, designers must know the 
Stoichiometry of the reactions and account for changes in temperature 
and thus the density of the gas. 
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UKey vocabulary:  

Stoichiometry inflated underinflate 

overinflate proportions Collision 

temperature pressure Expand 

igniter Oxidizers density 
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Task (3): reading activity: 

Use the illustration below shows the parts of an airbag system on an 
automobile to answer the questions below: 

1- What is the purpose of the igniter in this system? 

a) pump air into the air bag 

b) prevent any reaction until there is a crash 

c) provide energy to start a very fast reaction that produces a gas 

2- Which of the following is a reason why most automobile 
manufacturers have replaced NaNR3R with other compounds as the  
reactants for filling airbags? 

a) The sodium produced by the reaction is dangerous. 

b) The nitrogen produced by the reaction can be harmful. 

c) The materials used to make sodium azide are rare and expensive. 
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3- what does oxidizer like (FeR2ROR3R)mean? 

a) gaining oxygen 

b) adding hydrogen 

c) giving off oxygen. 

4- If the reaction that fills the airbag is the decomposition of sodium 
azide,  represented by the equation: 

2NaNR3(s)R  2NaR(s)R + 3NR2( g) 

how many moles of products are produced by the decomposition of 3.0 
moles of sodium azide? 

 

 

 

 

5- Why does the designer of the airbag need to understand the  
Stoichiometry of the reaction that produces the gas? 
 

 

 

6- Explain why air bags shouldn't be  under inflate or over inflate? 

 

 

 

 


